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Abstract: Random survival forests (RSF) have emerged as valuable
tools in medical research. They have shown their utility in modelling
complex relationships between predictors and survival outcomes, over-
coming linearity or low dimensionality assumptions. Nevertheless, RSF
have not been adapted to right-censored data with recurrent events
(RE). This work introduces RecForest, an extension of RSF and tailored
for RE data, leveraging principles from survival analysis and ensemble
learning. RecForest adapts the splitting rule to account for RE, with
or without a terminal event, by employing the pseudo-score test or the
Wald test derived from the marginal Ghosh-Lin model. The ensemble
estimate is constructed by aggregating the expected number of events
from each tree. Performance metrics involve a concordance index (C-
index) tailored for RE analysis, along with an extension of the mean
squared error (MSE). A comprehensive evaluation was conducted on
both simulated and open-source data. We compared RecForest against
the non-parametric mean cumulative function and the Ghosh-Lin model.
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Across the simulations and application, RecForest consistently outper-
forms, exhibiting C-index values ranging from 0.64 to 0.80 and lowest

MSE metrics. As analysing time-to-recurrence data is critical in medi-
cal research, the proposed method represents a valuable addition to the
analytical toolbox in this domain.

Keywords and phrases: Random forests, Recurrent events, Survival
analyses, Terminal events, High-dimensional data.

1. Introduction

Recurrent events refer to instances where individuals may experience mul-
tiple occurrences of the same event over time. In medical research, patients
may face recurrent disease relapses, frequent hospitalizations, or repeated
surgeries. While traditional survival analyses focus solely on the first occur-
rence of an event, specific statistical models have been developed to capture
the complexity of recurrence in a survival framework. Intensity models rely
on instantaneous hazards at each time point and account for dependence
amongst event occurrences captured by time-varying covariates (Andersen
and Gill (1982); Prentice, Williams and Peterson (1981)). Besides, marginal
models centre on the overall distribution of event times and the cumulative
event counts (Wei, Lin and Weissfeld (1989); Cook, Lawless and Lee (2010)).
For a more in-depth exploration of these models concerning recurrent events,
comprehensive discussions can be found in works by Amorim and Cai (2015)
and Ozga, Kieser and Rauch (2018).

Time-to-event analyses are systematically challenging due to the presence
of censoring, i.e. when the precise timing of an event remains unknown or
unobserved. Above methodologies strictly assume the censoring process to
be uninformative, hence independent of the underlying event process. Never-
theless, a terminal event may occur in competition, preventing further events
of interest from happening. A terminal event is then a specific type of event
considered as a termination point for the study period, making the censor-
ing process no longer uninformative. Strategies for handling terminal events
include ignoring them, although this approach is acknowledged to be flawed,
or accounting for competing risks. Several pertinent statistical models en-
able to analyse both recurrent events and competing risks (Charles-Nelson,
Katsahian and Schramm (2019)).

Navigating medical data introduces numerous challenges, including high-
dimensionality, variable selection, and multicollinearity. To address these,
survival time-to-first-event approaches have integrated statistical and ma-
chine learning techniques. In practice, various algorithms now have their
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survival counterparts that are effectively employed to answer medical ques-
tions in real-world applications (Huang et al. (2023)). For instance, penalized
regression methods, such as LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator), Ridge, and Elastic-Net, have been tailored for Cox models, facili-
tating variable selection and regularization (Cox (1972); Tibshirani (1997)).
Support-vector machines introduced by Van Belle et al. (2011), renowned
for their capacity to handle high-dimensional data and non-linearity, have
also been extended to survival endpoints. Likewise, random survival forests
(RSF) from Ishwaran et al. (2008) embody a powerful ensemble learning
technique handling interactions. The RSF algorithm has been extended to
model several phenomena, such as competing risks, or longitudinal data
(Ishwaran et al. (2014); Devaux et al. (2023)). However, within the survival
framework, no machine learning approach has hitherto been extended to
recurrent events (Murris et al. (2023)). To address these unmet needs and
confront the aforementioned challenges, we introduce the first RSF capable
of handling recurrent events, with or without a terminal event. Illustrated in
Figure 1, our method entails a 5-step approach that i) discerns the relevance
of recurrent and terminal events, ii) grows trees to construct a coherent RSF,
iii) thoroughly assesses performance, iv) provides relevant variable impor-
tance, and v) enables predictions on new data.

In this paper, we consider n individuals. Let N∗(t) be the number of
recurrent events that occur in the time interval [0, t], D the survival time
and C the censoring time. The data is made of (N(·),Υ, δ) where N(t) =
N∗(t ∧ C), Υ = D ∧ C, δ = I(D ≤ C), where a ∧ b = min(a, b) and
I(·) is the indicator function. For i = 1, . . . , n, (Ni()̇,Υi, δi) are assumed
to be independent replicates of (N(·),Υ, δ). The marginal mean frequency
function is µ(t) = E[N(t)]. An estimator of µ in the absence of a terminal
event is the Nelson-Aalen estimator from Lawless and Nadeau (1995), that
writes

(1) µ̂(t) = R̂(t) =

∫ t

0

dN(u)

Y (u)

with N(t) =
∑

iNi(t), and Y (t) =
∑

i Yi(t) the number of individuals at

risk at time t. In presence of a terminal event, we have µ(t) =
∫ t
0 S(u)dR(u)

where S(t) = P(D ≥ t) and dR(t) = E[dN∗(t)|D ≥ t] (Cook and Lawless
(1997); Ghosh and Lin (2000)). The associated estimator writes

(2) µ̂(t) =

∫ t

0
Ŝ(u)dR̂(u) =

∫ t

0
Ŝ(u)

∑
i Yi(u)dNi(u)∑

i Yi(u)
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Fig 1. Scheme of the use of RecForest for survival data with recurrent events in presence
or absence of a terminal event
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And Ŝ (t) is the Kaplan-Meier estimator of S(t) based on (Υi, δi) (Kaplan
and Meier (1958)).

From the above considerations arises the evaluation of the provided es-
timations. Within survival framework, a widely common metric is an ex-
tension of the area under the ROC curve known as the concordance index
(C-index). The principle of the C-index from Harrell, Lee and Mark (1996)
and its derivatives as per Uno et al. (2011) is to measure the ability of a
model to correctly order pairs of survival times. Recent developments from
Kim, Schaubel and McCullough (2018) have expanded the application of
the C-index to the recurrent event framework, incorporating the number of
subsequent event occurrences. However, the number of events over time is
only comparable if individuals have similar follow-up, which is hardly the
case in real-world settings. Therefore, we proposed a generalized C-index by
introducing event occurrence rate. Additionally, we employ the mean-square
error, recently adapted to account for recurrent events by Bouaziz (2024).

Based on the non-parametric estimators and ensemble method principles,
the objective of this work is to introduce a new ensemble approach, called
RecForest, for the analysis of recurrent events in a survival framework, with
or without a terminal event. The overall methodology based on survival
decision trees and novel associated evaluation metrics is described in Section
2. Section 3 displays an extended simulation scheme for the comprehension
of the proposed methodology. Illustrative examples based on open-source
data are used for concrete application in Section 4.

2. Methodology

The proposed Algorithm 1 is an extension of the RSF introduced by Ish-
waran et al. (2008). The first step is drawing bootstrap samples to prevent
overfitting and capture inherent variability within the original dataset. Then,
survival trees are constructed on each bootstrap sample. Unlike the original
RSF, our approach accommodates for subsequent events by integrating sta-
tistical considerations tailored for recurrent events analysis. As a last step,
the algorithm aggregates the results over the constructed recursive survival
trees to obtain a comprehensive estimate.

Next subsections describe in further details how survival trees grow for
constructing the random forest. Additionally, we provide adequate metrics
for the evaluation. Finally, we expound on the computation of variable im-
portance.
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Algorithm 1 Overview of RecForest algorithm
Require: Draw B > 0 bootstrap samples from the learning data

for Each node of survival tree b do
mtry predictors are randomly selected with mtry ∈ N, mtry ≤ p;
A greedy algorithm for optimal threshold research is used to maximize the test

statistic;
The tree grows until the stopping rule is met based on the minimal number of events

minsplit and the minimal number of individuals in terminal nodes nodesize;
Estimate µ̂b is computed;

end for
Estimate M is computed over the B trees.

2.1. Growing trees with recurrent events

2.1.1. Splitting rules

At each node h ∈ H, the ongoing subsample is split into two daughter nodes
denoted h(+) and h(−). The aim of the split is to make the daughter nodes
as different as possible with regards to the outcome. The splitting rule re-
quires that each of the mtry randomly drawn variable is dichotomized. For
continuous variables, random split points, quartiles, and deciles are con-
sidered. Let xh = {A,B} be the dichotomized vector of a variable inher-
ited from h. With no terminal event, we compare the marginal mean fre-
quency functions µA(t) and µB(t). The null hypothesis is their equality. In
absence of a terminal event, we use the two-sample test akin to the log-
rank test from Lawless and Nadeau (1995). The test statistic writes U(t) =∫ t
0

YA(u)YB(u)
YA(u)+YB(u)(dµ̂A(u)− dµ̂B(u)). To incorporate the presence of a terminal

event, we employ the marginal Gosh-Lin (GL) model from Ghosh and Lin
(2002) within the single variable xh. Acknowledging there are no further re-
currence after the terminal event, the marginal mean up to t associated with
xh is defined as µxh

(t) = E[N∗(t)|xh] = µ0(t)×exp (βxh) with µ0 left unspec-
ified and β the regression coefficient. To accommodate longitudinal variables,
the GL model considers a rate function dµxh

(t) = dµ0(t)×exp(βxh(t)). The
Wald test statistic is then extracted from µxh

and dµxh
to test the null

hypothesis of β = 0.
The variable selected for node h is the one that maximizes the adequate

test statistic to generate h(+) and h(−), based on the presence of a terminal
event and/or longitudinal variables.
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2.1.2. Terminal node estimator

Let b be a bootstrap sample from original data on which a tree is grown
and x a p-dimensional vector of covariates dropped down the tree. The
node-specific event count Nb(t|x) is the number of recurrent events before
censoring or a terminal event at time t. The associated number of individuals
at risk Yb(t|x) is the number of individuals that were not censored, or that
did not encounter a terminal event by time t. We then define a tree-specific
estimate as follows

(3) µ̂b(t|x) = R̂b(t|x) =
∫ t

0

Nb (du|x)
Yb(du|x)

In case of the presence of a terminal event,

(4) µ̂b(t|x) =
∫ t

0
Ŝb(u|x)dR̂b(u|x)

Individuals from the same terminal node share similar features inherited
from their tree path, along with identical estimates. As per the splitting rule,
the terminal node estimator depends on the presence of a terminal event in
the original sample.

2.1.3. Pruning trees

A pruning strategy is essential to help find a trade-off to prevent overfitting
and improve generalization performance of trees, within a reasonable com-
putational time. Aligned with Devaux et al. (2023), we suggest two stopping
rules for each terminal node: (i) a minimal number of events called minsplit,
and (ii) a minimal number of individuals called nodesize. The validation of
either stopping rule designates the current node h as terminal.

2.1.4. Handling missing data

To tackle eventual missing data, we include an adaptive-tree imputation
which addresses missing data during the tree-growing stage by selectively
drawing from available, non-missing, in-bag data (Ishwaran et al. (2008);
Chen and Xu (2023)). At each node hb from tree b, the method entails im-
puting random non-missing information specifically from the selected vari-
ables. The imputed data is then utilized for making splits within the node
hb. Imputed values are reset to missing as the tree progresses to subsequent
nodes.
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2.2. From trees to random forests

2.2.1. Ensemble estimates

Once all B trees are grown from the independent bootstrap samples, the
ensemble estimate M̂ is the aggregation of all B tree-specific estimates. We
define M̂ as

(5) M̂(t|x) = 1

B

B∑
b=1

µ̂b(t|x)

2.2.2. OOB ensemble estimates

By standard bootstrap theory, each bootstrap sample leaves out circa 37%
of the data (Ishwaran et al. (2008)). This is the so-called out-of-bag (OOB)
sample. OOB data is used to build OOB ensembles. Let Oi ⊆ {1, . . . , B} be
the index set of trees where for b∈ Oi, ci,b = 0, which means the individual

i is in the OOB sample. The OOB ensemble estimate M̂OOB of aggregated
tree-specific estimates for i which is OOB writes

(6) M̂OOB(t|xi) =
1

|Oi|
∑
b∈Oi

µ̂b(t|xi)

OOB ensemble estimates are typically used for reporting errors.

2.3. Performance

Performance metrics below indicate the ability of the model to predict well
from training data to unseen data. In our case, unseen data are either from
the OOB sample or external validation data.

2.3.1. Assessing performance with relevant metrics

For the assessment of performance, we introduce an extended version of the
C-index and employ the mean-square error (MSE), a derived score, and their
integrated versions (Figure 2).

Concordance index. Kim, Schaubel and McCullough (2018) adapted the
C-index to recurrent events and considered the number of events over time
across individuals. This metric hence suffers from the potential bias in case of
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Fig 2. Illustration of the performance metrics with true and predicted cumulative number
of events over time

substantial variability in the follow-up times. Individuals with longer follow-
up times or a higher number of events might indeed disproportionately
influence the C-index calculation. To address this issue, we suggest using
occurrence rates by computing event rates per unit time.

The proposed C-index is defined as the proportion of all concordant pairs
of individuals where predicted occurrence rates are correctly ordered with
respect to observed occurrence rates (as shown in Figure 2a). As occurrence
rates can be calculated for all individuals, including censored ones, the pro-
posed C-index is not partial and considers all individuals in the computation.
In this work, the C-index then writes

(7) Ĉrec =

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1 1ri>rj × 1r̂i>r̂j∑n

i=1

∑n
j=1 1ri>rj

with ri =
Ni(Ti)

Ti
and r̂i =

µ̂(Ti|xi)
Ti

the observed and predicted event occur-
rence rates, respectively. Like other C-indices, the value of the above C-index
falls within the range of 0 to 1, where 1 indicates perfect concordance, and
values close to 0.5 suggest randomness in the model.

Mean-squared error and derived score. No MSE measure has been adapted
to recurrent events framework until very lately. Bouaziz (2024) filled this gap
and suggested a generalization of the Brier score from Graf et al. (1999).
For our problematic, for each tree b, we define

(8) M̂SEb(t, µ̂b) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(

∫ t

0

dNi(u)

Ĝc(u|x)
− µ̂b(t|x))2

Where Ĝc(u|x) = 1− Ĝ(u− |x) is an estimator of Gc(u|x) = 1−G(u− |x)
the conditional cumulative distribution function of the censoring variable C
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given x. We assume C and x to be independent. With no terminal event,
Ĝ is the empirical cumulative distribution function of the censored variable.
In the presence of a terminal event, Ĝ is the Kaplan-Meier estimator of C.
As suggested in Figure 2b), the general prediction criterion denoted M̂SE
over our random forest hence writes

(9) M̂SE(t, M̂) =
1

B

B∑
b=1

M̂SEb(t, µ̂b)

As pointed out in Bouaziz (2024), two different models may lead to similar
MSE values over time underlining the difficulty in assessing which model is
better. A score is thus introduced to represent the prediction gain compared
to a reference estimator and we define for each tree b:

(10) Scoreb(t, µ̂b, µ̂b,0) = M̂SEb(t, µ̂b,0)− M̂SEb(t, µ̂b)

Where µ̂b is the evaluated estimator and µ̂b,0 the reference estimator over
the b samples. In our case, the reference estimator is the tree-specific non-
parametric either the Nelson-Aalen or the Ghosh-Lin estimator described
above. The ensemble score illustrated in Figure 2c) writes

(11) Score(t, M̂) =
1

B

B∑
b=1

Scoreb(t, µ̂b, µ̂b,0)

A higher score is associated with a better performance.

Integrated counterparts. Above MSE and derived score are time-dependent
metrics. While they provide valuable insight of the performance for each time
t, there is a need for the estimation of the expectation of single-time MSE
and derived score over time (shaded areas in Figure 2). As demonstrated
in Bouaziz (2024), above MSE reduces to the Brier score when individuals
experience one event at most. In the spirit of the integrated version of the
Brier score between two time points τ1 and τ2, we integrate the MSE and
the score:

(12)

{
ÎMSE(τ1, τ2, M̂) = 1

τ2−τ1

∫ τ2
τ1

M̂SE(t, M̂)dt

IScore(τ1, τ2, M̂) = 1
τ2−τ1

∫ τ2
τ1

Score(t, M̂)dt

With τ1 = 0 and τ2 the maximum event time on the original sample.
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2.3.2. OOB errors

OOB errors are used for tuning hyperparameters and evaluating predictive
performances and are computed on OOB samples. They are also particularly
useful in the absence of external validation data or when dealing with low-
dimensional original samples, where allocating a portion for validation is
hardly affordable. OOB predictions are calculated by average predictions
from OOB trees, and the error rate is complementary to 1. In this work, we
consider the IMSE to assess the OOB error:

(13) OOB error = ÎMSE
OOB

(t, M̂OOB)

In this way, models exhibiting lower OOB errors are consistently favored.
Of note, computing OOB errors is not recommended when the number of
trees is low as each one of them may underfit.

2.4. Variable importance

The importance of a variable (V Imp) is evaluated by permutation, corre-
sponding to the impact of random perturbations in the sample on the OOB
error (Breiman (2001)). To quantify the V Imp of a covariate, a performance
metric, as previously defined, is calculated following the permutation of val-
ues associated with this covariate. The VImp is determined as the difference
between the original and permuted performance metrics. For covariate j and
considering K permutations, V Imp(j) writes

(14) V Imp(j) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

(θ̂ − θ̂jk)

With θ̂ = {−ÎMSE, Ĉ} the original performance metric and θ̂j the per-
mutated performance metric. High relative values of V Imp indicate a loss
of performance and lower/null values are interpreted as no performance for
such covariates.

3. Simulation study

We propose the following simulation settings to illustrate the use of RecFor-
est, inspired by Ishwaran et al. (2014); Bouaziz (2024). Simulation scenarios
will cover multiple cases with associated covariates, with or without a ter-
minal event, low- and high-dimensional data, and with or without missing
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Table 1
Summary of investigated scenarios

Without a terminal event With a terminal event

Low dimensional High dimensional Low dimensional High dimensional
{n = 250, p = 20} {n = 250, p = 300} {n = 250, p = 20} {n = 250, p = 300}

Complete x x x x
Missing x x x x
Random x x x x

data. 250 learning sets and one external validation set were generated for
each scenario with n = 250 individuals and p covariates. Table 1 below sum-
marizes investigated scenarios. Next subsections further detail simulation
parameters for each case. For each scenario, we grow 100 trees for RecForest.
We set the following values: the minimal number of events is minsplit = 5,
the minimal number of individuals is nodesize = 10, and the number of
random predictors at each node is mtry = {1,√p, log (p)}. We compared
RecForest with non-parametric estimators, as well as a semi-parametric GL
model where possible. Performances were measured on the external valida-
tion set using the C-index, MSE, the score and their integrated versions.

3.1. Simulation scheme

3.1.1. With and without a terminal event

For i = 1, . . . , n, p0-dimensional covariate vector, Xi = (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,p0),
Xi,1:⌊ p0

2
⌋ B(0.5) Bernoulli variables and Xi,⌊ p0

2
⌋+1:p0

N (2, 0.5) Gaussian vari-

ables are simulated. Recurrent events are generated from a non-homogenous
Poisson process λ(t|Xi) = λ0(t) exp (β

TXi) with λ0(t) =
α
γ (

t
γ )

α−1 a Weibull
baseline, α = 2 the shape parameter and γ = 0.39 the scale parameter. The
first ten associated coefficients are non-zero, with β = (β1, . . . , βp0)

T and
β1 = log (5), β2:4 = log (1.3), β5:p0 = log (0.7). The true expected number of

events is µ∗(t|Xi) =
∫ t
0 λ(u|Xi)du = ( tγ )

α exp (βTXi). The censoring process
is then simulated based on a uniform distribution U(0, 3). With a terminal
event, the recurrent event process and covariates are simulated in the same
way as above. The censoring process is simulated based on a uniform dis-
tribution U (0, 8). The terminal event is simulated using a Cox model with
shape parameter is 8 and scale parameter is 1.8. The same covariates as
the recurrent event process are included with same coefficients β. We set
p0 = 10.
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3.1.2. Low- and high-dimensional scenarios

To define low- and high-dimensional scenarios, we introduce q independent
noise covariates randomly drawn from a standard normal distribution and
add them to simulated datasets. We set q = 10 for low-dimensional scenarios,
and q = 290 in high-dimensional scenarios. The total number of covariates
for each scenario is p = p0 + q.

Complete. When we analyze scenarios that involve all p generated covari-
ates, we refer to these as ‘complete’ datasets analyses.

Missing. To simulate real-world conditions where datasets may have miss-
ing values, we intentionnaly introduced missing data. Specifically, we ran-
domly set 5% of the covariate X1 to NA across all individuals. This was
done in a completely random manner, ensuring that the missing data does
not follow any pattern and is not dependent on any other variables or the
values of X1 itself. The missing data mechanism is completely at random.
We refer to such scenarios as ‘Missing’.

Random. We created scenarios where the covariates are generated inde-
pendently of the recurrent events to simulate a situation where no under-
lying factors influence the counting process. In such cases, q independent
noise covariates are randomly drawn from a standard normal distribution.
We created scenarios where the covariates are generated independently of
the recurrent events to simulate a situation where no underlying factors in-
fluence the counting process. We set q = 20 for low-dimensional scenarios,
and q = 300 in high-dimensional scenarios. The total number of covariates
for each scenario is p = q, ensuring that all covariates are unassociated
with the event data and are purely random. We refer to these scenarios as
‘Random’.

3.2. Results

Performances were assessed in a framework of 250 training sets and one
external validation set. The non-parametric estimator uses no covariates,
regardless of the dimensionality by construction. For the GL model, no vari-
able selection was performed, meaning all p covariates were included in the
model. This limits the analysis for the GL model to low-dimensional scenar-
ios only.
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Table 2
Means and standard deviations of the C-index without a terminal event

Scenario\Model Np GL RecForest RecForest RecForest
mtry = 1 mtry =

√
p mtry = log (p)

Low dimensional {n = 250, p = 20}
Complete 0.55 (0.12) 0.68 (0.08) 0.71 (0.04) 0.70 (0.05)
Missing 0.55 (0.04) 0.52 (0.10) 0.65 (0.14) 0.69 (0.15) 0.67 (0.15)
Random 0.49 (0.05) 0.56 (0.15) 0.54 (0.15) 0.58 (0.18)

High dimensional {n = 250, p = 300}
Complete / 0.67 (0.21) 0.70 (0.11) 0.70 (0.17)
Missing 0.55 (0.04) / 0.60 (0.29) 0.64 (0.18) 0.63 (0.24)
Random / 0.51 (0.31) 0.55 (0.25) 0.56 (0.29)

Np = non-parametric estimator; GL = Gosh-Lin model with no variable selection.
RecForest was trained with fixed values for minsplit = 5 and nodesize = 10. 250 learning
sets and one external validation set were generated for each scenario. Values closer to 1

indicate higher performance.

3.2.1. Without a terminal event

On average, 62% of the individuals experienced at least one recurrent event,
46% had at least two recurrent events, 26% had at least five recurrent events,
and circa four recurrent events per individual. Table 2 below reports per-
formances in terms of C-index values. Overall, performances based on C-
index values are greater in scenarios with neither missing data, nor high-
dimensionality, both in average and in variability. As expected, scenarios
with random inputs lead to randomness with C-index values neighboring
0.50 for each model. The non-parametric estimator provides an average C-
index of 0.55. The GL model seems to suffer from not being well-specified,
with average C-index values ranging from 0.49 to 0.55 where assessable.
RecForest consistently outperforms, irrespective of mtry with values ranging
from 0.64 up to 0.71 (random scenarios are not deemed for comparing per-
formance). Besides, it is not impacted by the introduction of massive noisy
data, as C-index values remain similar across low- and -high-dimensional
scenarios. Table 3 outlines performances in terms of integrated scores. As
checked with C-indices, there is no expectations in the interpretation of the
random scenarios, hence there are not displayed. The non-parametric esti-
mator is the reference model in the computation of the score. Similar con-
clusions may be drawn from the different scenarios with the outperformance
of RecForest. Yet, higher variability is observed, especially when introducing
missing data.
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Table 3
Means and standard deviations of the integrated score without a terminal event

Scenario\Model GL RecForest RecForest RecForest
mtry = 1 mtry =

√
p mtry = log (p)

Low dimensional {n = 250, p = 20}
Complete 50.45 (41.00) 208.10 (102.42) 539.49 (451.96) 161.12 (87.65)
Missing 35.78 (17.91) 325.30 (189.63) 498.75 (415.28) 258.90 (112.14)

High dimensional {n = 250, p = 300}
Complete / 309.47 (134.57) 388.20 (226.95) 355.65 (117.78)
Missing / 398.70 (229.57) 574.50 (318.75) 475.20 (213.80)

GL = Gosh-Lin model with no variable selection. RecForest was trained with fixed values
for minsplit = 5 and nodesize = 10. 250 learning sets and one external validation set

were generated for each scenario. Higher values indicate higher performance.

3.2.2. With a terminal event

On average, 44% of individuals experienced a terminal event during the
observation period. Overall, performance discrepancies in terms of C-index
values (Table 4) were observed when dealing with missing data or random-
ness, with performance being notably lower compared to complete data,
as expected. The non-parametric estimator exhibited poor performance (C-
index = 0.52 (0.03)). In both low and high-dimensional datasets, RecForest
tends to perform better with higher mtry values, always reporting higher
C-index values compared to non-parametric estimator and GL model. How-
ever, it is notable that in the high-dimensional scenarios, the performance
drop is more significant. GL model performs better than non-parametric
estimator only with complete data scenarios (C-index = 0.57 (0.07)). Inte-
grated scores for evaluating approaches with a terminal event are displayed
in Table 5. We observe similar results than without a terminal event. RecFor-
est consistently yields integrated score values exceeding 300. The decrease
in performance compared to the GL model is evident, with IScore values
of 110.86 (75.14) and 112.81 (77.64) observed in complete and missing data
scenarios, respectively.

In summary of the simulation study, our findings illustrate RecForest
superior performance across all examined scenarios. Unlike the compara-
tor GL model, RecForest effectively addresses both missing data and high-
dimensionality. Furthermore, in random scenarios, RecForest outputs ran-
domness, implying its reliability when the input lacks discernible patterns.
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Table 4
Means and standard deviations of the C-index with a terminal event

Scenario\Model Np GL RecForest RecForest RecForest
mtry = 1 mtry =

√
p mtry = log (p)

Low dimensional {n = 250, p = 20}
Complete 0.57 (0.07) 0.79 (0.05) 0.80 (0.04) 0.82 (0.04)
Missing 0.52 (0.03) 0.51 (0.11) 0.73 (0.19) 0.71 (0.13) 0.75 (0.11)
Random 0.45 (0.10) 0.53 (0.16) 0.51 (0.11) 0.50 (0.19)

High dimensional {n = 250, p = 300}
Complete / 0.71 (0.19) 0.69 (0.13) 0.74 (0.10)
Missing 0.52 (0.03) / 0.64 (0.20) 0.68 (0.13) 0.71 (0.11)
Random / 0.49 (23.10) 0.48 (12.30) 0.50 (20.09)

Np = non-parametric estimator; GL = Gosh-Lin model with no variable selection.
RecForest was trained with fixed values for minsplit = 5 and nodesize = 10. 250 learning
sets and one external validation set were generated for each scenario. Values closer to 1

indicate higher performance.

Table 5
Means and standard deviations of the integrated score with a terminal event

Scenario\Model GL RecForest RecForest RecForest
mtry = 1 mtry =

√
p mtry = log (p)

Low dimensional {n = 250, p = 20}
Complete 110.86 (75.14) 315.76 (119.41) 446.14 (410.88) 410.90 (115.54)
Missing 112.81 (77.64) 368.62 (211.11) 406.20 (275.57) 392.85 (138.23)

High dimensional {n = 250, p = 300}
Complete / 547.89 (229.37) 589.14 (472.33) 628.67 (122.41)
Missing / 392.34 (39.16) 578.52 (336.71) 512.85 (441.29)

GL = Gosh-Lin model with no variable selection. RecForest was trained with fixed values
for minsplit = 5 and nodesize = 10. 250 learning sets and one external validation set

were generated for each scenario. Higher values indicate higher performance.
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Fig 3. Event plot for readmission data

4. Illustrative example: the readmission data

Readmission dataset from the frailtypack R package from Rondeau, Marzroui
and Gonzalez (2012) is widely used to demonstrate methodological prin-
ciples from recurrent events analysis in presence of a terminal event. The
data consist of multiple rehospitalizations after surgery in 403 patients diag-
nosed with colorectal cancer. Available factors are sex (MF), chemotherapy
treatment (YesNo), Dukes’ tumoral stage (with levels A-B, C, and D), and
time-dependent comorbidity Charlson’s index (with levels 0, 1-2, and ≥ 3).
In average, there were 1.13 (min. – max. = 0 – 22) hospital readmissions
per patients, with 199 patients with no admission and a total of 106 deaths
(Figure 3).

In absence of an external validation set, performances were assessed with
a 10-fold cross-validation procedure. We consider the following models: four
multivariate Ghosh-Lin models with arbitrary combinations of factors, and
RecForest. The reference model is the non-parametric estimator. Hyperpa-
rameters from RecForest minsplit, nodesize and mtry were tuned on the to-
tal sample and the OOB score was minimized for {ntrees = 100, minsplit =
2, nodesize = 1,mtry = 2} (Figure 6 in the Supplementary).

In our analysis (results in Table 6), the non-parametric estimator regis-
ters a C-index = 0.58 (0.05). RecForest outperforms with C-index = 0.80
(0.04). All GL models, with one to four covariates for adjustment, maintain
relatively consistent C-indices around 0.45 to 0.53. Comparing IMSE and
IScore metrics, RecForest and the non-parametric estimator are not directly
comparable due to construction. Specifically, the non-parametric reference
for the integrated score in RecForest is constructed for each bootstrap sam-
ple. Integrated scores for GL models operate on the overall dataset from the
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Table 6
Means and standard deviations over the 10-fold cross-validation for readmission dataset

Metric\Model Np GL1 GL2 GL3 GL4 RecForest GL*

C-index ↑ 0.58 0.53 0.48 0.48 0.45 0.80 0.60
(0.05) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06)

IMSE ↓ 7 883.50 7 843.99 8 361.16 8 229.08 9 981.50 706.02 7 934.28
(6 229.47) (6 106.36) (6 292.29) (6 478.35) (6 064.23) (508.96) (6 606.23)

IScore ↑ ref. 39.41 -477.67 -345.62 -2 098.44 188.22 51.33
ref. (230.6) (348.48) (432.6) (541.59) (89.00) (142.63)

Np = non-parametric estimator; GL1 = Gosh-Lin model with sex; GL2 = Gosh-Lin with
sex and chemotherapy; GL3 = Gosh-Lin model with sex, chemotherapy and Dukes’
tumoral stage; GL4 = Gosh-Lin model with sex, chemotherapy and Dukes’ tumoral

stage and Charlson’s index; GL* = Ghosh-Lin model with best variables from RecForest.
Arrows indicate whether higher are lower scores lead to best performances.

ongoing fold. Consequently, IScore values from RecForest do not simply re-
flect the difference between IMSE values from the non-parametric estimator
and RecForest, as opposed to IScores from GL models.

IMSE and IScore for RecForest indicate lower margin of errors. Among
GL models, GL1 (Gosh-Lin model with sex) exhibits lower IMSE than the
non-parametric estimator, resulting in a higher IScore. GL2 to GL4 (GL2
= Gosh-Lin with sex and chemotherapy; GL3 = Gosh-Lin model with sex,
chemotherapy and Dukes’ tumoral stage; GL4 = Gosh-Lin model with sex,
chemotherapy and Dukes’ tumoral stage and Charlson’s index) yield neg-
ative IScore values, indicating high variability among GL models observed
in our simulation study. Besides, high variability is observed across all ap-
proaches.

Variable importance for RecForest was based on both the C-index and the
opposite of the integrated MSE (Figure 4). Most important variable identi-
fied by RecForest was the Charlson comorbidity index. Sex and chemother-
apy did not seem to have an impact on the predictive performance. Variable
selection enabled to reach better performance for GL* model.

Prediction curves for RecForest as the expected number of recurrent events
are displayed in Figure 5. Predictions were generated for two patients, one
with the highest Charlson comorbidity score (in orange), and the other with
the lowest (in blue). We observe for the patient in orange that the model
predicted an expected number of three readmissions as the patient dies after
two observed readmissions. For the patient in blue, the model predictions
are in line with observed events.
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Fig 4. Variable importance of RecForest computed on the C-index and the opposite of the
integrated MSE. Charlson refers to Charlson comorbidity index, Dukes refers to tumoral
Dukes stage.

Fig 5. Expected cumulative number of recurrent events with RecForest for two patients,
one in orange with the highest Charlson comorbidity score, and the other in blue with the
lowest. Data points outside the prediction curves are observed data. Triangle indicates the
patient died.
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5. Discussion

We developed RecForest by extending the RSF algorithm to handle recurrent
events in a survival framework, in potential presence of a terminal event, of
longitudinal markers, and of missing data. To do so, the splitting rule at
each node was tailormade for recurrent events analysis and mean cumula-
tive number of events served in terminal node estimators. We characterized
the performance both with discrimination and calibration by introducing a
generalized C-index for recurrent event analysis and applying an innovative
MSE.

In a simulation study, we compared RecForest with two baseline ap-
proaches: a non-parametric estimator and a GL model. Scenarios included
variations of the presence of a terminal event, the low- or high-dimensionality
of the data, and the inclusion of missing values. In instances where missing
values or high-dimensional data were present, greater variability was ob-
served across all scenarios for both metrics. In all explored cases, RecForest
demonstrated higher performances both in terms of C-index and integrated
score values compared with baseline. The impact was quite little when intro-
ducing massive noisy data. Besides, RecForest emerged as the sole modeling
approach capable of handling high-dimensionality scenarios with no prior
variable selection. Furthermore, we presented a practical application using
well-known open-source data, showcasing how the fine-tuning of RecForest
hyperparameters leads to a more performant model. Again, RecForest exhib-
ited superior predictive performance, achieving a C-index of 0.80 alongside
strong calibration metrics (IMSE = 706, IScore = 188). Overall, across both
simulated and real-world datasets, RecForest consistently emerged as the
most effective modeling approach.

In practical applications, high-dimensional problems involving recurrent
events are often sidestepped by transforming the recurrent event survival
framework into alternative formats, such as an event count, a time-to-first-
event endpoint, or a classification problem. However, each of these trans-
formations may lead to the voluntary omission of valuable information. In
response to this, RecForest aims to bridge a recognized gap in handling such
applications, ensuring a more comprehensive and nuanced analysis of recur-
rent event data. Additionally, our algorithm benefits from random forests
features, i.e. the ability of handling missing data or multicollinearity, and
reducing overfitting thanks to bagging principle.

Additional settings can be explored to integrate a terminal event within
the proposed approach. For instance, Charles-Nelson, Katsahian and Schramm
(2019) suggested working with inverse probability of survival weighting (IPSW)
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to compute coefficient weights in the Ghosh-Lin model, whereas we used
inverse probability of censoring weighting. IPSW is typically recommended
when modeling the terminal event is also of interest. Another example would
be to use frailty models, either joint or additive as per Rondeau, Marzroui
and Gonzalez (2012). Besides, natural extensions of random forests, serv-
ing as ensemble methods, have been widely used to improve performance
through boosting techniques like Gradient Boosting (Friedman (2001)), Ex-
treme Gradient Boosting (Chen and Guestrin (2016)), or LightGBM (Ke
et al. (2017)). Since all these methods are grounded in tree-based struc-
tures, they offer seamless extensions to the proposed approach, and would
hence provide innovative tools for recurrent event analysis.

Our methodology also suffers from several drawbacks. The primary limi-
tation of random forest-like algorithms lies in the computation time, which
grows with the number of trees, the dimensionality of the data and the num-
bers of variables selected at each tree node. Second, we assumed the pro-
portional hazard assumption of the Gosh model, which may not universally
hold in real-world settings. Furthermore, variable importance measures pro-
vided do not account for potential correlations. To address this limitation,
the implementation of grouped variable importance statistics is a promis-
ing avenue for further refinement (Devaux et al. (2023); Gregorutti, Michel
and Saint-Pierre (2015)). Nevertheless, signs of associations would still be
unavailable. Another potential limitation of random forests is their static us-
age of features. Dynamic predictions could indeed be included as per Cottin
et al. (2022) and Moradian et al. (2022).

On the other hand, the issue of interpretability in machine and deep
learning, particularly in digital health has garnered significant attention,
as pointed out in Farah et al. (2023). Several explainability methods have
been proposed such as Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations
(LIME, Ribeiro, Singh and Guestrin (2016)), SHapley Additive exPlana-
tions (SHAP, Lundberg and Lee (2017)), and counterfactual explanations
(Guidotti (2022); Bhan et al. (2023)). These interpretability techniques
have been recently adapted for survival analysis (Cottin et al. (2024); Ko-
valev, Utkin and Kasimov (2020)). Moreover, random forest-like methods
offer a valuable tool for variable selection, especially in addressing high-
dimensionality or obtaining hazard ratios that are intrinsically interpretable
(Khan and Shaw (2016); Wang and Li (2017)). Approaches such as permutation-
based selection, variable hunting, and iterative feature elimination serve
as effective means towards this purpose (Genuer, Poggi and Tuleau-Malot
(2010); Ishwaran et al. (2010); Pang et al. (2012)).
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6. Conclusion

To conclude, we introduced a new algorithm based on survival theory for re-
current events with or without a terminal event and ensemble-based method-
ology for learning. RecForest is readily accessible to adequately answer fur-
ther clinical needs.
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Supplementary Material

Fig 6. Hyperparameter optimization on readmission data based on out-of-bag scores

Hyperparameter optimization on readmission data based on out-
of-bag scores
Hyperparameter optimization was performed using a grid search approach.
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